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Let U be the quantised enveloping algebra associated to a finite-type
w x w xroot datum, as defined by Drinfeld 10 and Jimbo 17 , and modified by
w x w y1 x  .Lusztig 24 . Put A s Z q, q . In the first instance U is a Q q -algebra;
by analogy with the Kostant Z-form of the classical enveloping algebra,
w xLusztig 23 has defined an A-form U in U. By base change we obtain anA
algebra U for any A-algebra k. Inside U is a subalgebra U = which playsk k k
the role in the quantised setting of a Borel subgroup in the classical
 = .setting. We study the category U -Int resp. U -Int of integrable modulesk k
 =.for U resp. U , which has properties analogous analogous to the cate-k k
gory of rational modules for a reductive group G with the same root
 .datum resp. for a Borel subgroup B of G . The classical case is in fact a
subcase of the quantised case obtained by choosing k suitably.
w xWe show how, using Kashiwara's results on global bases 20]22 , one
can prove in a rather straightforward manner certain cohomological results
for the categories U -Int and U =-Int. We start by showing that these twok k
categories have structures akin to Cline, Parshall, and Scott's highest
w xweight categories 3 . For G this story began with Cline, Parshall, Scott,
w xand van der Kallen's interpretation 5 of Kempf's vanishing theorem in
terms of induction functors. This led to the discovery by Cline, Parshall,
w x w xand Scott 34, 2 and Donkin 7, 8 of the highest weight category structure
on rational G-modules. The key idea is that the injective modules should
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w xhave good filtrations. A little later van der Kallen 19 , following work
w xinitiated by Polo 31 , showed that the category of rational representations
of a Borel subgroup B has an analogous structure; the relevant filtrations
are called excellent filtrations.
We extend these results to the categories U -Int and U =-Int. We showk k
that these two structures are closely connected, and deduce from this
connection the vanishing theorems of Demazure, Grothendieck, and
Kempf. These results are proved under technical restrictions on k in
w xAndersen, Polo, and Wen 1 by reduction to the classical case. The
existence of good filtrations of the injectives for U over a field is proved ink
w x w xParadowski 30 . Ryom-Hansen 33 uses global bases to prove the quan-
 .tised analogue of Kempf's vanishing theorem over a field . The heart of
his proof involves using the i-string structure of Kashiwara's crystal bases
w x22 to analyse the Demazure modules. This analysis is crucial to our
treatment.
An important aspect of this subject is the observation that a highest
weight category is patched together in a very satisfactory manner from the
module categories of a collection of rather special finite-dimensional
w xalgebras. These are Scott's quasi-hereditary algebras 34 ; in the reductive
w xgroup setting they are Donkin's generalised Schur algebras 8 . In the
Borel subgroup case they are the Borel Schur algebras studied in Wood-
w xcock 36 . Traditionally, the structure of these algebras is deduced from the
top down: one proves, typically using vanishing theorems from geometry,
that the category in question is a highest weight category, then deduces
results about the associated algebras using the highest weight category
formalism. Here we turn matters around. Using the global bases, we show
that our algebras patch together nicely among themselves, recovering
results on the full categories U -Int and U =-Int by limiting arguments.k k
Moreover, inherent in the construction is a manifest connection between
U -Int and U =-Int which we use to deduce the vanishing theorems. Ink k
w xpassing we recover the main results of Woodcock 36 in the quantised
setting.
w xThe definition of a highest weight category given in 3 is unsuitable for
working over an arbitrary ground ring because of its heavy reliance on
local finiteness. To overcome this, we work with comodule categories over
flat k-coalgebras, and introduce weight spaces in an explicit manner. Our
w xpoint of view, implicit in Andersen, Polo, and Wen 1 , is that U -Int andk=  .U -Int are comodule categories for the associated coordinate co algebras.k
The framework we introduce is rather specifically tailored to this situation.
It is possible that one could give a less restrictive definition, perhaps
making use of Cline, Parshall, and Scott's integral quasi-hereditary alge-
w x w xbras 4 }cf. the approach of Du and Scott 11 .
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1. QUANTISED ENVELOPING ALGEBRAS
 . w y1 x1.1 We write A for the ring Z q, q of integral Laurent polynomi-
als in the indeterminate q, and use the usual notation for Gaussian
w xcoefficients}see, e.g., Lusztig 27 . We write B for the localisation of A
 .at the prime q A. Denote by a ¬ a the automorphism of Q q interchang-
y1ing q and q , and write B for the image of B under this map. We write
k for a fixed but arbitrary commutative A-algebra. If X is a structureA
defined over A, we write X s k m X for the structure obtained byk AA
base change to k. If x g X we often also write x for 1 m x g X .A k
 .Unlabelled tensor product refers to tensor product over Q q , A, or k as
appropriate. Similarly, V U denotes the appropriate linear dual of the
module V.
 .1.2 Recall the definition of the quantised enveloping algebra in the
w x  .version given by Kashiwara 20 : let A s A be a finite-type Cartani, j i, jg I
 .matrix. Fix positive integers d such that d A s d A for alli ig I i i, j j j, i
i, j g I. Fix the following root datum:
 .  : Ui A perfect pairing , : P = P ª Z of finitely generated free
Z-modules.
 .  4  k 4ii Linearly independent subsets a ¬ i g I of P and a ¬ i g I ofi i
U  k :P , satisfying A s a , a for all i and j.i, j i j
 . h ULet U be the Q q -algebra with generators e , f , q , 1 F i F n, h g P ,i i
and relations
q0 s 1, q hq h
X
s q hqh
X
, 1 .
q he s qh , a i:e q h , 2 .i i
q h f s qy h , a i: f q h , 3 .i i
t y ty1i i
e , f s d , 4 .i j i , j y1q y qi i
a a
l l l . ayl .  l . ayl .y1 e e e s y1 f f f s 0 .  . i j i i j i
ls0 ls0
for i / j, a s 1 y A . 5 .i , j
We have used the following abbreviations: t s q di a ik, q s q di, e l . si i i
l w x!  l . l w x!  w xe r l , f s f r l . The subscript i signifies that the q in l ! is replacedi i i i i
.  .by q . If x is a unit in a Q q -algebra, c g Z, t g N, puti
cysq1. y1 ycysq1.t xq y x qx ; c s . s yst q y qss1
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x x ; c dx ; 0 iw x w x w xWrite for . Define similarly but with x replaced by x and qit tt
by q .i
wRecall the following commutation relations. Kac's formula}Lusztig 23,
 .x w x4.3.1 and Kac 18, Example 3.24 :
 .min m , n t ; 2 t y m y nim. n. nyt . myt .e , f s f e . 6 .i i i it its1
w xThe higher-order quantum Serre relations}Lusztig 27, Section 7 : if i / j
and a s yA ,i, j
em.en. s g e r .en.e s. , 7 .i j s i j i
rqssm
myanFsFm
where
myany1
sq tq1 sys anymq1qt .q tg s y1 q g A. .s i t its0
The actual form of the constants g is not important to us; we need onlys
the fact that they lie in A.
For all h g PU , c g Z, s, n g N, i g I,
hh  :q ; c q h , aq ; c n. n. ie s e , 8 .i it t
hh  :q ; c y h , aq ; c n. n. if s f . 9 .i it t
 . U1.3 P and P are called the lattices of weights and coweights,
respectively; the a are the simple roots, the a k are the simple coroots.i i
The dominance order on P is defined by l G m if and only if l y m can be
written as a sum of simple roots. A weight l is dominant resp. antidomi-
.  k :  .nant if all a , l are nonnegative resp. nonpositive . The Weyl groupi
W of the root system acts in the usual way on the weight and coweight
lattices. We write w for the longest element of the W. Every weight l is0
 .W-conjugate to a unique dominant resp. antidominant weight which we
q  y.write as l resp. l .
 .1.4 Take J : I. Put
E s e s. ¬ s G 0, i g J , 4J i
F s f  s. ¬ s G 0, i g J , 4J i
h
UqhH s q , h g P , s G 0 . 5s
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y . q .  .Let U J , U K , and U J, K be the A-subalgebras of U generatedA A A
 .  .respectively by F , E , and F j H j E . We abbreviate U J, J to U J ,J K J K A A
 4  4and when J s j or K s k is a singleton we drop the braces from the
notation. We use the same notation with the subscript A omitted resp.
.  . replaced by k for the corresponding algebras over Q q resp. obtained by
. " " .base change to k . We use the following abbreviations: U s U I ,
0  . =  . a  . =, i  . a, i  .U s U 0u , 0u , U s U I, 0u , U s U 0u , I , U s U I, i , U s U i, I ,
= .  . a .  .U i s U i, 0u , U i s U 0u , i , and similarly with the subscripts A and k
 .  .here i g I . Note that U i has generators corresponding to the whole of
 .the coweight lattice. Thus restriction to U i preserves all weight informa-
tion.
 . 0 U1.5 The algebra U is isomorphic to the group algebra of P over
 . w x w xQ q }see, e.g., Lusztig 23 and Rosso 32 . Thus if we choose a Z-basis
U ai 0  .w "1 "1 xa , . . . , a of P , and put x s q , we have U s Q q x , . . . , x , a1 m i 1 m
 j 4Laurent polynomial ring in m indeterminates. Put Q s "q ¬ j g Z . We
0 m  . may consider the elements f g U as functions f : Q ª Q q : f y , . . . ,1
.y is obtained by replacing each occurrence of x in f by y . The firstm i i
statement in the following proposition is an analogue of a familiar result
w xfor enveloping algebras}cf. Steinberg 35, Chapter 1, Lemma 4 . The
w xsecond statement is due to Lusztig 25, 2.14, 2.21 .
 . 0 0  m.1.6 PROPOSITION. U is the set of all f g U such that f Q : A. TheA
elements
m xid i  4x , d g 0, 1 , t s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 10 . i i itiis1
form an A-basis of U 0.A
 . 0Proof. The elements 10 certainly lie in U , and it is easy to see thatA
 . 0 0they form a Q q -basis of U . On the other hand, any element f g UA
 m. 0maps f Q into A. It remains to show that any f g U with the latter
 .property can be written as an A-linear combination of 10 . Write
x1df s x a , 1 d , ttd , t
 .w " "xwith the a g Q q x , . . . , x . For fixed j , . . . , j g Q the elementd , t 2 m 2 m
 .  .w "xf x , j , . . . , j of Q q x maps Q into A by assumption, so assuming1 2 m 1
 my 1.momentarily that the case m s 1 is known, we have a Q : A ford , t
every d and t. We are thus done by induction on m.
 .This reduces us to the case m s 1, i.e., all a g Q q . Writing x ind , t
0 d xw xplace of x , let U be the subspace of U spanned by those x with1 t 0 s
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 4 0  .  yt t tq14d g 0, 1 , s F t, i.e., U is the Q q -span of x , . . . , x , x . Take tt
minimal with f g U 0 and argue by induction on t. The coefficient of xytt
 . t t ty1.r2 y1 . t w xin f is therefore y1 q q y q a r t !. We consider three0, t
cases:
 . tq1i Suppose that a s 0. Then the coefficient of x in f is 0. If1, t
t s 0, f is constant and we are done. Otherwise the function g defined byi
 .   . yi t  i .. 0g x s x f x y q f q x belongs to U and maps Q into A. Thei ty1
x y2 i tq2 ty1 2 i t 2 tw x  .  .coefficient of in g is ya q q y 1 r q y 1 . By induc-i 0, tt y 1
tion on t we deduce that for all i G 1, p a g A where p is the producti 0, t i
of all cyclotomic polynomials F with j a divisor of 2 it but not of 2 t.j
Choosing i to be a prime with i ) j whenever F divides the denominatorj
xw xof a , we see that a g A. Subtracting a from f , we complete by0, t 0, t 0, t t
induction.
 .  .ii The case a s 0 is similar to i .0, t
 .iii Suppose that a / 0 / a . Define functions g and h by0, t 1, t
 .  .  . tq1.  .  .  .  tq1.  .g x s f x y y1 f yx and h x s f x y q f qx . By examina-
yt  .tion of the coefficients of x and reduction to case i , we see that 2 a0, t
 2 tq1 . 2 tq1and q y 1 a each belong to A. Since 2 and q y 1 are coprime0, t
 .in A, we find a g A, and complete by reduction to case ii .0, t
w x The following theorem follows from Kashiwara 20, 22 . This is ex-
 . .plained more fully in 3.10 below.
 . y .1.7 THEOREM. For any J : I, U J is free o¨er k and the natural mapk
y . yU J ª U is a k-split monomorphism.k k
"q j ; c . w x1.8 Take c g Z, t g N, i g I. Since g A for all j g Z, weit
qh ; c 0 Uw x  .have g U for all h g P by 1.6 . We see from the commutationi At
 .  .  .  . y . 0 q .relations 6 , 8 , and 9 that U J, K s U J ? U ? U K . It is knownk k k k
 w x w x. y 0see Lusztig 23 and Rosso 32 that the multiplication map U m U m
q  .  .U ª U is an isomorphism. We deduce from 1.6 and 1.7 that the
multiplication map
Uy J U 0 Uq K ª U J , K 11 .  .  .  .m mk k k k
k k
 .is an isomorphism triangular decomposition , and that the natural map
 .U J, K ª U is a k-split monomorphism.k k
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2. INTEGRABLE MODULES
 .  .  . 0  .2.1 By 1.6 each l g P gives rise to a Q q -algebra map U ª Q q
by q h ¬ qh, l:. We write this map l again; it induces a k-algebra map l:
U 0 ª k. An element ¨ g V g U 0-Mod is called a l-weight ¨ector ifk k
 . 0 lt¨ s l t ¨ for all t g U ; the l-weight space V is the set of all these. Thek
weight spaces of a right U 0-module are defined analogously, and we usek
suffixes on the right for these. We will have occasion to consider weight
spaces in bimodules, so it makes sense to put the suffix on the same side as
the action.
 .2.2 The next lemma shows that weight spaces are well behaved over
 w xarbitrary coefficient rings cf. Kashiwara 21, 4.1.1 and Andersen, Polo,
w x.and Wen 1, Note added in proof .
LEMMA. Take V g U 0-Mod.k
 .i The sum of the weight spaces of V is direct.
 . l 0ii If ¨ g  V, then all weight components of ¨ belong to U ? ¨ .l k
Proof. Firstly notice that the l g P remain distinct as homomorphisms
0  w x.  :U ª k cf. 1, 9.1 : if h, l y m ) 0 we havek
h  : : h , l y mq ; y h , m
l s s 1, : : h , l y mh , l y m
h  :q ; y h , m 0
m s s 0. :h , l y m :h , l y m
It is now enough to show that if l , . . . , l g P are distinct, then the map1 n
U 0 ª k n whose ith component is l is surjective. We can test this byk i
tensoring with the residue fields of localisations of k, where it is clear by
the linear independence of homomorphisms to a field.
 .  .2.3 A left U J, K -module V is integrable if it satisfies:k
 .i V is the sum of its weight spaces.
 .  .ii For each ¨ g V, if i g J resp. i g K , we have
f  s.¨ s 0 resp. e s.¨ s 0 ; s 4 0. .i i
Integrability of right modules is defined analogously.
 . =  a.For l g P, k l denotes the integrable U resp. U -module withk k
0  s.   s..underlying k-module k, on which U acts via l and the f resp. e actk i i
as 0 if s ) 0. The Verma module of highest weight l is the U -modulek
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 .  .M l s U m k l . We write ¨ for its highest weight vector 1 m 1.ak k lUk
This is the sum of its weight spaces, but is not integrable for U . As ak
y  .  .U -module, M l is free of rank 1 by 1.8 ; in particular, it is free over kk k
 .  .by 1.7 . Clearly, M l is universal as a U -module subject to beingk k
generated by a l-weight vector which is killed by e s. for all i g I andi
 . =s ) 0. Similarly, M l is universal as a U -module subject to beingk k
generated by a l-weight vector.
 .  .Write U J, K -Int for the category of all integrable U J, K -modulesk k
 w x w x.V. It is known Lusztig 23 and Rosso 32 that U-Int is semisimple with
 . q  .simple modules D l , l g P , where D l is the unique maximal inte-
 .  .  .grable quotient of M l . We write the image in D l of ¨ g M l by thel
 .  .  .same symbol. Put D l s U ? ¨ and D l s k m D l , the WeylA A l k AA
  ..module of highest weight l. This is free over k see 3.3 , with character
 .given by Weyl's character formula. If k is a field D l has a uniquek
 .simple quotient, which we write L l . These modules form a complete setk
of simple integrable U -modules.k
 .2.4 From the local nature of the definition of integrability, we see
 .  .that U J, K -Int is a closed subcategory of U J, K -Mod, i.e., is closed tok k
subobjects, quotient objects, and colimits. In particular, it is a k-linear
 .Grothendieck category, and every V g U J, K -Mod has a unique largestk
w xintegrable submodule. Andersen, Polo, and Wen 1, 1.5 observe that the
 .  .  .  .commutator formulae 6 , 7 , 8 , and 9 imply that this submodule has
the form that one might naively expect:
 .  .2.5 LEMMA. If V g U J, K -Mod, the set of those ¨ g V such thatk
 .i ¨ is a sum of weight ¨ectors,
 .  s.ii f ¨ s 0 for all i g J, s 4 0,i
 .  s.iii e ¨ s 0 for all i g K, s 4 0,i
 .is a U J, K -submodule of V. It is thus the largest integrable submodule of V.k
 wThe following result is well known cf. Andersen, Polo, and Wen 1,
x.1.13 .
 .2.6 LEMMA. Let V be an integrable U -module. Then the set of weightsk
of V is closed under the action of W.
 4Proof. We may assume that I s i . Let ¨ g V be a weight vector.
Then U a¨ is spanned over k by the finitely many nonzero elements ink
 m. 4 = m. 4e ¨ . Thus U ¨ s U e ¨ is finitely generated over k, and so we mayi k k i
assume that V itself is finitely generated over k. Nakayama's lemma
reduces us to the case of k a field, where V has finite length. We may thus
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 .assume that V s L l is simple of highest weight l. Then we have a shortk
exact sequence
0 ª K ª D l ª L l ª 0, .  .k k
 .where K has compoistion factors L m for m - l, and we complete byk
 .induction on the dominance order, since the set of weights of D l isk
Weyl-closed.
 . 1 2 i  . 22.7 Let U F U F U , where each U is some U J, K . Since U -Intk k
is a Grothendieck category, the restriction functor U 2-Int ª U 1-Int has a
0 2 1 .right adjoint, which, as is traditional, we denote H U rU , y . Its ith
i 2 1 . 1right-derived functor is denoted H U rU , y . Explicitly, if V g U -Int,
0 2 1 .  2 .1H U rU , V is the largest integrable submodule of Hom U , V .U
 . =2.8 LEMMA. If V g U -Int,k
H 0 U =, irU =, V ( H 0 U i rU = i , V .  . /  /k k k k
 .as U i -modules.k
Proof. By triangular decomposition we may identify
Hom U =, i , V s Hom Uq i , V s Hom U i , V . .  . .  .= = /U k k k U  i. kk k
q .   s. 4  .Note that U i has k-basis e ¬ s G 0 . By 2.5 we certainly havek i
H 0 U =, irU =, V F H 0 U i rU = i , V . .  . /  /k k k k
 .Take g in the right-hand side. By 2.5 again we need only show that if
 s.   t ..   t . . .  s.j / i, f g s 0 for s 4 0. Since g e s e g 1 s 0 for t 4 0, fj i i j
   t .. 4kills the finite set g e ¬ t G 0 for s 4 0, by the integrability of V. Thus,i
for all t,
 s.  t .  s.  t .f g e s f g e s 0, s 4 0. .  . .j i j i
 .  . t2.9 There is a Q q -algebra anti-automorphism u ¬ u of U given by
t
t t h he s f , f s e , q s q , .i i i i
which interchanges Uy and Uq and fixed U 0 pointwise. This maps UA
onto itself, hence inducing an anti-automorphism of each U . If V is a leftk
 . t  .resp. right U -module, we write V for V made into a right resp. leftk
U -module via t . As Vt and V coincide as k-modules, we will often omitk
the superscript t unless we want to stress how U is acting. If V g U -Modk k
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 .its contra¨ariant dual V 8 is the linear dual Hom V, k , with its naturalk
right U -action transferred to the left via t . If V is integrable and finitelyk
 .generated and projective over k, this is again integrable. Put = l sk
 .  :  .D l 8. There is a unique symmetric contra¨ariant form , : D l mk k
 .D l ª k satisfyingk
 :¨ , ¨ s 1,l l
 X:  t X: Xu¨ , ¨ s ¨ , u ¨ , u g U , ¨ , ¨ g D l . .k k
 .We use the same notation for the induced contravariant form on = l .k
 .  .When k s Q q the simplicity of D l implies that these forms are
nondegenerate.
3. CRYSTAL AND GLOBAL BASES
 .3.1 Kashiwara's construction of the global bases proceeds by first
constructing crystal bases, then using balanced triples to ``globalise'' them.
w xWe need integral balanced triples, as in 20, 7.1 . We also need the integral
w xversions of some results from 21, Section 2 , which are stated there for the
w xrational case. The proofs in 21 can be adapted.
 .DEFINITION. Let V be a Q q -space and V a C-submodule for C gC
 4  .A, B, B ; suppose that each V generates V as a Q q -space;C
 .V is said to be a balanced triple in V if the canonical mapC C g  A, B, B4
V l V l V ª V l V rq V l V 12 .  .  .A B B A B A B
is an isomorphism.
 .Suppose V is balanced and put E s V l V l V . It isC C g  A, B, B4 A B B
 4known that for each C g A, B, B the canonical map C m E ª V isCZ
 .an isomorphism. We refer to the inverse of the isomorphism 12 as the
globalisation isomorphism, and write it as G. The Z-module V lA
.  .V rq V l V need not be free; it is always torsion-free, however, so isB A B
free whenever it is finitely generated. We refer to any Z-basis of V lA
.  . V rq V l V as a crystal basis of the triple this is a coarse generalisa-B A B
.tion of Kashiwara's use of the term . The globalisation of a crystal basis is
 4a C-basis of V for each C g A, B, B . We call such a basis a globalC
basis of the triple.
 . l3.2 Suppose M g U-Mod is integrable, and m g M l ker e ; then0 i
 . Xm generates a simple U i -module M of highest weight l, with basis0
 t . k Ä .  :m s f m t s 0, . . . , s , where s s a , l . Define operators e and fÄt i 0 i i i
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X Ä .  .  .on M by f m s m , e m s m . Put m s m s 0. Integra-Äi t ty1 i t tq1 y1 sq1
bility implies that M is the direct sum of the modules M X defined as
Äabove, so we obtain operators e , f on M.Äi i
q  .  .Fix l g L . Recall that D l is the U -submodule of D l generatedA A
 .by the highest weight vector ¨ . Let D l be the smallest B-submodulel B
Ä .of D l contianing ¨ and closed to the operators e and f , and defineÄl i i
 .  .D l analogously. There is a clash of notation here since D l couldB B
 .also mean B m D l for some choice of A-algebra structure on B.AA
This should not cause any confusion}the latter interpretation is not
 .  .  .intended. Let B l be the set of nonzero images in D l rqD l of allB B
Ä Ä w xelements of the form f ??? f ¨ . Kashiwara 20 provesi i l1 s
 .  .   ..3.3 THEOREM. i D l is a balanced triple. We ha¨eC C g  A, B, B4
B l F D l l D l rq D l l D l , .  .  .  .  . .  .A B A B
and this is a crystal basis of the triple.
Ä .  .  .  4  .  .  4ii For all i, e B l : B l j 0 and f B l : B l j 0 .Äi i
 .  .  .Kashiwara calls D l , B l , and GB l , respectively, the lower crystalB
 .lattice, the lower crystal basis, and the lower global basis of D l .
 .  .   .   .. 43.4 Put = l s w g = l ¬ w D l : C . Consideration of dualC C
  ..  .  .bases shows that = l is balanced in = l s D l 8. WriteC C g  A, B, B4
 .   .  ..   .  ..  .B l 8 for the basis of = l l = l rq = l l = l dual to B l . IfA B A B
 .  .we identify D l and = l via the contravariant form, we get a new
 .balanced triple in D l ; associated with it are the upper crystal lattice, the
 .upper crystal basis, and the upper global basis of D l .
 .  .3.5 For m g Wl let b resp. ¨ be the element of weight m in them m
 .  .  k :lower crystal resp. global basis of D l . If w g W with m s a , wl Gi
0, we have
¨ s f m.¨ , 13 .s wl i wli
¨ s em.¨ . 14 .wl i s wli
a . aPut D m s U ? ¨ . These are the Demazure modules associated to m.k k m
Define
Ba m s b g B l ¬ G b g Da m . 4 .  .  .  .
w xFrom Kashiwara 22 we have
 . q3.6 THEOREM. Take l g P , w g W and put m s wl. Let w s s ??? si i1 l
be a reduced expression for w.
 . a . a  .i GB m is an A-basis of D m .A
 . a  . k1. k l .ii D m s  Af ??? f ¨ .A k , . . . , k G 0 i i l1 l 1 l
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a . a  . a .We infer that D m ( k m D m and that GB m is a k-basis ofk AA
a .D m .k
 . l3.7 Let W denote the set of minimal length coset representatives of
the stabiliser of l in W; let $ be the partial order on the Weyl orbit Wly l induced by the opposite of the Bruhat order on W . So m $ n impliesy.m F n , but the converse is false in general. For later use we follow van
w xder Kallen 19 and extend $ to a partial order on the whole of P, they
antipodal excellent order, by m $ n iff mq- nq when m and n lie in
different Weyl orbits.
 w x. a . a .We have see Kashiwara 22, 3.2.2 D n G D m if and only if n $ m.k k ya a a .  .  .Let D m be the quotient of D m by the sum of all D n with n $ m.k k k
Put
a a aB m s B m B n . .  .  .D
n$m
a a .  .  .We see from 3.6 that D m and D m have bases consisting of theA
a .  .images of the G b for b g B m . This establishes the following result,
w xwhich in the classical case was proved by van der Kallen 19, Lemma 2.2
using the fact that intersections of Schubert varieties are scheme theoreti-
cally reduced.
a a .  .  .3.8 COROLLARY. D m has a filtration with sections D n for n % m,k k y
each occurring with multiplicity one.
 .3.9 The definitions above have corresponding -versions, obtained by=
replacing a wherever it appears by , and reversing any inequalities=
involving $ .
At this point it is convenient to introduce another duality. Define a
bijection s : I ª I by a s yw a . There is an algebra automorphisms  i. 0 i
of U given by e ¬ f , f ¬ e , q h ¬ qw 0 h, which we also write as s .i s  i. i s  i.
This interchanges Uy and Uq, maps U 0 into itself, and stabilises the
relevant A-forms; it therefore induces a corresponding automorphism of
U . Twisting by s gives a category automorphism V ¬ V s of U -Int, and ak k
corresponding isomorphism U =-Int ( U a-Int. These functors change thek k
weight spaces of a module by multiplying by w .0
s a s a= = .  .  .  .It is easy to see that D m ( D w m and D m ( D w m . Wek k 0 k k 0
 .  .deduce immediately the truth of the -versions of 3.6 and 3.8 .= = .We also need the contravariant duals of these modules: put = m sk
a a a a= = = .  .  .  .  .  .  .D m 8, = m s D m 8, = m s D m 8, and = m s D m 8.k k k k k k k
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 .  .3.10 We now add some comments on the proof of 1.7 . Kashiwara
y y yw x  . 20 constructs a balanced triple U in U with U as inC C g  A, B, B4 A
 ..  .1.4 and an associated crystal basis B ` . For w g W put
B ` s b g B ` ¬ G b ? ¨ g Da wl ; l 4 0 . 15 .  .  .  .  . 4w l
w x Let w s s ??? s be a reduced expression for w. From Kashiwara 22 cf.i i1 l
 ..3.6 we have
Af k1. ??? f k l . s AG b . 16 .  . [i i1 l
 .bgB `k , . . . , k G0 w1 l
 .Take J : I and let A J be the submatrix of A with rows and columns in J.
Ä .  .Let U J be the quantised enveloping algebra defined by A J and the
same weight and coweight lattice as U. There is a canonical surjection
Ä  .  .U J ª U J . Let W be the parabolic subgroup of W generated by theA A J
s with i g J, and let w be its longest element. Take a reduced expressioni J
w s s ??? s . Putting m s w l, we haveJ i i J1 l
Ä q aU J ? ¨ s U J ? ¨ s U J ? ¨ F D m , .  .  .  .A l A m A m A
 .  . a  .where the first equality uses 13 and 14 . On the other hand, D m FA
Ä Ä a .  .  .  .U J ? ¨ by 3.6 , so we have equality. As a U J -module, D m isA l
a  .evidently simple of highest weight l, so D m is the Weyl module forA
Ä .U J of highest weight l. Fix n s  n a , with the n nonpositiveig I i i i
integers. For l 4 0 we have a commutative diagram
n y 6 n yÄ  .U J UA A
6 6
( (
lqn lqna  .  .D m ¨ D lA A
where the weight spaces on the top row are taken with respect to the
adjoint action of U 0. We see therefore thatA
;y yÄU J ª U J F U , .  .A A A
 . y .  .and from 15 we find that U J is equal to 16 with w s w . This showsA J
Ä .  .  .  .1.7 . We see moreover using 1.8 that the natural map U J ª U J isk k
an isomorphism.
 .  U 43.11 Put C s c g U ¬ Uc and cU are integrable , the coordinate
 .algebra of U. This has a Q q -coalgebra structure where the comultiplica-
 . .  .  .  .tion is defined by D c u m ¨ s c ¨u and the counit by « c s c 1
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 .c g C, u, ¨ g U . Note the twist in the definition of the comultiplication
 . w x}cf. 4.3 . By Kashiwara 21, Section 7 there is an embedding of U-bi-
modules
t
F : = l m = l ª C , .  .l
 :x m y ¬ u ¬ ux , y .
for each l g Pq, and we have C s [ im F . Putq llg P
C s a g C ¬ a U : A , 4 .A A
t
C s F = l m = l , .  . .B l B B
qlgP
t
C s F = l m = l , .  . .B l B B
qlgP
B C s F B l 8 m B l 8 F C rqC . .  .  . .D l B B
qlgP
 .  .3.12 THEOREM. C is a balanced triple in C. We ha¨eC C g  A, B, B4
B C F C l C rq C l C , 17 .  .  .  .A B A B
 .and B C is a crystal basis of the triple.
w x This is the integral version of Theorem 1 of Kashiwara 21 stated as
.Remark 2 following the proof of the theorem . We follow Kashiwara and
leave to the interested reader the task of checking that the argument for
 .balance carries through in the integral case. We check 17 , as this involves
introducing some ideas we will need.
X w y1 x   . X4X XPut A s Q q, q and C s a g C ¬ a U : A . Theorem 1 loc citA A
X 4gives a subset G : C which is a C-basis of C for C g B, B, A . WeC
 .thus have a balanced triple C in C, with C s C forC C g  A, B, B4 C C
C s B, B, and C s A ? G. We must show that C s C . If L is a finiteA A A
ideal in Pq and V g U-Int, let O V be the largest submodule V X of VL
l X q  .  .such that V / 0, l g P implies l g L. Put A L s O C, A L sL C
 .  .  .   4.A L l C , A L s A L l C C g A, B, B . It suffices to showC C C
 .  .  4that A L s A L . Take l maximal in L and put G s L_ l . ByA A
 .  .induction we can assume that A G s A G . It is thus enough thatA A
A L and A L have the same image in .  .A A
t
A L rA G ( = l m = l . 18 .  .  .  .  .
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It is easy to see from the definitions that
ll l t , ll lA L s A L s F = l m = l . .  .  .  . .C C l C C
Thus by the integral version of 5.2 loc cit applied to the quantum algebra
op  .  .tU m U }cf. The proof of Theorem 1 loc cit}the image in = l m = l
  ..   .  ..of A L coincides with = l m = l . We de-C C g  A, B, B4 C C C g  A, B, B4
 .  .duce 17 form 3.3 .
 .  .3.13 Put C s k m C , a k-coalgebra with k-basis GB C . If L is ak AA
q  .  .  .finite ideal in P , we put A L s k m A L , where A L is ask A AA
defined in the remarks above. This is a k-subcoalgebra of C , and isk
spanned by the global basis elements it contains. Furthermore, if l is
 4maximal in L and G s L_ l , we have as above a short exact sequence
t
0 ª A G ª A L ª = l m = l ª 0, 19 .  .  .  .  .k k k k
 .  .which maps those global basis elements in A L _ A G bijectively ontok k
 .  .tthe standard global basis of = l m = l .k k
4. FLAT COALGEBRAS
 .4.1 Let C be a k-coalgebra. In general, C can be quite badly behaved
from the point of view of representation theory: for example, the category
C-Comod of left C-comodules need not be abelian. This deficit and many
others are remedied if we assume that C is a flat k-coalgebra, i.e., that C
is flat as a k-module.
 .4.2 LEMMA. Let C be a flat k-coalgebra.
 .i Any V g C-Comod is locally finitely generated o¨er k, i.e., the sum
of its subcomodules with the latter property.
 .ii The category C-Comod of left C-comodules is a k-linear Grothen-
dieck category.
w xFor the first statement, see, e.g., Jantzen 16, I.2.13 . The second is a
routine check using the fact that in the presence of flatness, the restriction
functor C-Comod ª k-Mod creates kernels and colimits. The existence of
a generator follows from the first part.
 . U4.3 For any k-coalgebra C the dual space S s C is a k-algebra. It is
notationally convenient to add a twist to the definition of the multiplica-
 .  .  .tion in S, i.e., if s, t g S and c g C, we put st c s t m s D c . Any
 .V, r g C-Comod becomes a left S-module via the composite
1mr e¨m16 6S m V S m C m V V ,
where e¨ is the evaluation map.
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Similarly, if S is a k-algebra which is finitely generated and projective
over k, C s SU is a flat k-coalgebra. Again we add a twist when defining
the comultiplication. Evidently, SUU ( S, so in this case we have an
isomorphism of categories C-Comod ( S-Mod.
 .4.4 Let C be a flat k-coalgebra, V g C-Comod with structure map r :
 ? ?.V ª C m V. The cobar resolution of V is the complex S , ­ s
 ? . ?.S C; V , ­ , where
Si s Cm iq1 m V , i G 0,
i
ji­ c m ??? m c m ¨ s y1 c m ??? m D c m ??? m c m ¨ .  .  .0 i 0 j i
js0
iq1q y1 c m ??? m c m r ¨ . .  .0 i
If V X is a left C-comodule and X g k-Mod, V X m X is naturally a
C-comodule with structure map coming from V X. Thus each Si is a
C-comodule with action coming from the leftmost tensor factor, and the
sequence
r 0­0 10 ª V ª S ª S ª ???
is a resolution of V in C-Comod. This is an example of the dual of the
w x .categorical bar resolution}see Mac Lane 28, Section IX .
 .4.5 Let f : B ª C be a map of coalgebras, with B also flat. Then f
 .induces an exact, cocontinuous restriction functor Res f : B-Comod ª C-
 . Comod. This has a right adjoint Ind f e.g., by the special adjoint functor
w x.theorem Mac Lane 29, V.8 called induction along f.
 .LEMMA. C m X is Ind f -acyclic for any X g k-Mod. In particular,
? .  .S C; V is a resolution of V g C-Comod by Ind f -acyclics.
Proof. Observe firstly that induction along the counit « : C ª k is
given by X ¬ C m X. Let I ? be an injective resolution of X in k-Mod.
Since restriction is exact, induction preserves injectives. Thus by the
 . ?flatness of C applying Ind « yields an injective resolution C m I of
 .C m X in C-Comod. By the transitivity of induction, applying Ind f to
this resolution gives an injective resolution B m I ? of B m X in B-Comod,
by the same reasoning applied now to B.
w  .xThe following result is a generalisation of Donkin 8, 1.2b .
 . i  .4.6 LEMMA. Let f : B ª C be a map of flat k-coalgebras. Then R Ind f
commutes with filtered colimits for all i G 0.
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Proof. If X is any colimit system in k-Mod, we havei
Ind f C m lim X ( B m lim X ( lim B m X .  . .i i i
( lim Ind f C m X . 20 .  .  .i
Let V be a filtered colimit system in C-Comod. Each term of the cobari
? .resolution S C; V has the form C m X for some X g k-Mod. Sincei
? .  .S C; y is a colimit-preserving functor, 20 together with the exactness of
filtered colimits yields
i i ?R Ind f lim V ( H Ind f S C ; lim V .  . .  . .i i
i ?( lim H Ind f S C ; V .  . .i
i( lim R Ind f V . . i
 .4.7 DEFINITION. Call an exact functor F: D ª E between abelian
categories a homological mono if for all X, Y g D and all i G 0, F induces
i  . i  .an isomorphism of Yoneda Ext-groups Ext X, Y ª Ext FX, FY .D E
 .4.8 LEMMA. Suppose F: D ª E is an exact functor between abelian
categories D, E , each ha¨ing enough injecti¨ es. Suppose that F has a right
adjoint G. The following are equi¨ alent:
 .i F is a homological mono.
 .ii For all X g D we ha¨e
X if i s 0,iR G FX ( .  0 if i ) 0,
where the isomorphism for i s 0 is gi¨ en by the unit of adjunction h:
X ª GFX.
 .  .i « ii The unit of adjunction h: X ª GFX is an isomorphism for
 w x.all X if and only if F is fully faithful Mac Lane 29, IV.3.1 , which is the
 .dimension zero case of the defining condition for i . Suppose Y g D is
 ? ?.injective and take an injective resolution I , ­ of FY in E. Then, for all
X g D and all i ) 0,
H i Hom X , GI ? ( H i Hom FX , I ? .  . .  .D E
( Ext i FX , FY ( Ext i X , Y s 0. .  .E D
 i.  i. iTaking X s ker G­ shows that the inclusion ker G­ ¨ GI factors
iy1 i  . i ?.through G­ , hence R G FY ( H GI s 0 for i ) 0. The general
case now follows by dimension shifting.
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 .  .ii « i This is a standard ``Ext reciprocity'' argument}cf. Cline,
w  .xParshall, Scott, and van der Kallen 5, 3.1 .
 .4.9 Remark. If the conditions of the lemma are satisfied, the proof of
 .  .ii « i shows more generally that if Y is G-acyclic
Ext i X , GY ( Ext i FX , Y ; i G 0, X g D , Y g E . 21 .  .  .D E
Dualising Geigle and Lenzing's notion of a homological epimorphism of
w xrings 13 , we say that a map f : B ª C of flat k-coalgebras is a homologi-
 .cal mono if Res f : B-Comod ª C-Comod is a homological mono.
 .  j.4.10 PROPOSITION. Let C , m be a filtered colimit system of flati i ig I
jk-coalgebras, and put C s lim C . If each m : C ª C is a homologicali i i j
mono, then so is each canonical map m : C ª C.i i
 .  .Proof. We apply 4.8 . The restriction functor Res m : C -Comod ªi i
C-Comod is clearly faithful; we claim that it is also full. Take a C-map f :
 .  .V , r ª V , r between C -comodules. We must show that it is a1 1 2 2 i
C -map. We may assume that V is finitely generated over k, by ¨ , . . . , ¨i 1 1 n
  . .say. Put x s r f y 1 m f r ¨ g C m V . By assumption, we havel 2 1 l i 2
 .  jm m 1 x s 0 for all l s 1, . . . , n; thus there is some j G i with m mi l i
.  j.1 x s 0 for all l. Thus x s 0 for all l because Res m is full.l l i
 .  .It follows easily from the above that if j G i we have Ind m Res m (i j
 j.Ind m . Take V g C -Comod. If X g k-Mod we have C m Xi i
 .( lim Res m C m X, which gives an isomorphism of complexes of C-j i
j G i
comodules
? ? jS C ; Res m V ( lim Res m S C ; Res m V . .  . .  . .i j j i
j G i
Thus
j jInd m S C ; Res m V ( lim Ind m S C ; Res m V , .  . .  .  . .i i i j i
j G i
jwhich, by the assumption on m , is V concentrated in dimension zero.i
5. AN ABSTRACT FRAMEWORK
 .5.1 We now develop an abstract framework, based on Cline, Parshall,
and Scott's theory of quasi-hereditary algebras and highest weight cate-
w xgories 34, 3 that we apply subsequently to the categories U -Int andk
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U =-Int. This framework bares some similarities to Du and Scott's k-finitek
w xhighest weight categories 11 .
To circumvent the deficiencies of the coefficient ring, we build an
explicit weight space decomposition into our setup. Let P be a set. For
 .l g P let k l be a copy of the trivial k-coalgebra k, and put
C 0 s " k l , 22 .  .
lgP
a coproduct of coalgebras. Let 1 be the element of C 0 whose m-compo-l
 . 0  .nent is d . Let V, r be a left C -comodule. The decomposition 22l, m
gives rise to a functorial decomposition of V: for l g P put
lV s ¨ g V ¬ r ¨ s 1 m ¨ . 4 . l
Then we have V s m lV. We refer to the elements of P as weights andlg P
use the usual terminology of weight spaces. We use analogous notation for
right weight spaces.
 . q5.2 Suppose we are given a partial order F on P and a subset P
which is a locally finite poset under the restriction of the partial order on
P, i.e., for each l g Pq there are only finitely many m g Pq with m F l.
  . L .Let A L , m be a filtered system of k-coalgebras indexed by the finiteG
q L  .  .ideals in P . Assume that each map m : A G ª A L is injective.G
 . 0 GAssume also that we have maps A L ª C compatible with the m .L
 .  .Put C s lim A L . Note that the canonical maps m : A L ª C areL
L
injective, and that there is an induced map C ª C 0, giving us a notion of
weight spaces on C-comodules. Assume that for each finnite ideal L in
Pq and each maximal l g L we have an isomorphism of bicomodules
 4 XA L rA L_ l ( = l m = l , .  .  . .
 . X .  .where = l and = l are, respectively, left and right A L -comodules
satisfying
 . l  . X .li = l ( = l ( k.
 . m  . X . mii For all m g P, = l / 0 or = l / 0 implies m F l.
 .  . X .iii = l and = l are finitely generated and projective over k.
 . q  .Note from iii and the local finiteness of P that each A L is finitely
generated and projective over k. Thus C is flat over k.
 .  .  .  .5.3 Let S L be the dual algebra of A L . Since A L is finitely
 .  .generated and projective over k, we have A L -Comod ( S L -Mod. For
 .  . 0  .m g P let « g S L be the composite A L ª C ª k m , where them
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last map is the natural projection. It can be alternatively described as the
 . m  . mmap on A L given by projection along the weight grading to A L
m  . mfollowed by the counit. It is routine to verify that « g S L and thatm
the « are pairwise orthogonal idempotents whose sum is the identitym
 .  . melement of S L . For any V g S L -Mod we have V s « V.m
 . q5.4 EXAMPLE. Take P and P as in Section 1, with F the domi-
 .  .  .nance order. Let A L be the subcoalgebra A L of C defined in 3.13 .k k
 . 0Following 5.3 , we associate to each m g P a coalgebra map « : C ª Cm k
given by projection along the weight grading to mC m followed by thek
counit. The notion of weight space defined by this map agrees with the
 .  .usual one. We see from 19 that the assumptions 5.2 hold. We have
 .  . X .  .t  .D l s D l and D l s D l . In this case we call the algebras S Lk k k
 .  .s S L generalised Schur algebras. They are quantised analogues of
w xDonkin's generalised Schur algebras 8 , and have been defined in a
w x w xslightly different manner in Du and Scott 11 and Lusztig 27, 29.2 .
 . X .U X .Returning to the general framework, put D l s = l and D l s
 .U= l .
 .  .5.5 THEOREM. The inclusion A L -Comod ª C-Comod is a homologi-
cal mono.
 .  .  .Proof. By 4.10 it suffices to show that A G -Comod ª A L -Comod
is a homological mono whenever G : L. By induction, it is enough to
 4assume that G s L_ l with l maximal in L. We have a short exact
 .sequence of S L -bimodules.
0 ª D l m DX l ª S L ª S G ª 0. 23 .  .  .  .  .
 .  .lTaking l-weight spaces on the right shows that D l ( S L is projective
 .  .over S L , generated by its l-weight space. Hence for any V g S L -Mod
we have
Ext i D l m DX l , V s 0 ; i ) 0, .  . .SL .
 .   . X . .and moreover if V g S G -Mod we have Hom D l m D l , V s 0SL .
l  .since V s 0. Thus the long exact sequence coming from 23 yields
Ext i S G , V ( Ext i S L , V s 0 .  . .  .SL . SL .
; i ) 0, ; V g S G -Mod. .
 .  .This shows that we can compute extensions in S L -Mod between S G -
 .modules by using projective resolutions in S G -Mod.
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 .  .5.6 LEMMA. For V g S L -Mod, X g k-Mod, and m g P, we ha¨e
m mi iExt S L m X , V ( Ext X , V ; i G 0, 24 .  .  . .SL . k
m mi iExt V , A L m X ( Ext V , X ; i G 0. 25 .  .  . .SL . k
Proof. The i s 0 cases follow by considering the left and right adjoints
m  .of the functor F: V ¬ V. Since F is exact and preserves projectivity, 25
 .is another Ext reciprocity argument. If X is projective 24 is clear, while
the general case follows by dimension shifting.
The following theorem is a generalisation of a well-known result of
w xCline, Parshall, Scott, and van der Kallen 5, 3.3 .
 . q5.7 THEOREM. For all m, n g P and X, Y g k y Mod, we ha¨e
Ext i X , Y if m s n , .i kExt D m m X , = n m Y ( .  . .C  0 otherwise.
 .  . qProof. By 5.5 we can replace C by A L , where L is the ideal in P
generated by m and n . If m l n , m is maximal in L, so we have
 .  . m  .D m ( S L . Hence by 24
Ext i D m m X , = n m Y ( Ext i X , m= n m Y .  .  . .  .SL . k
Ext i X , Y if m s n , .k(  0 otherwise.
 .Conversely, if m - n , n is maximal in L, and we argue dually using 25 .
 . q   .  ..5.8 For l g P , Hom D l , = l is free of rank 1 over k. DefineC
 .  .   .  ..L l F = l to be im f , where f is any free generator of Hom D l , = l .C
 .  .  .Working in S L -Mod where L is generated by l, and using 24 and 25 ,
 .  . l  .we see that L l is the submodule of = l generated by = l , and also
 . lthe quotient of D l by its unique maximal submodule K with K s 0. It
follows that there is a bijection between ideals of k and submodules of
 .  .  .L l , given by J ¬ JL l . Thus L l is simple if and only if k is a field.
 .If k is a Dedekind domain the L l are projective over k. This is false
 .in general. For example, consider 5.4 in the case of sl , with the usual2
identification P s Z, and k s Zr4Z, with q specialised to 1. One can
 .  .2easily check that L 2 ( Zr4Z [ Zr2Z.
 .Simple or otherwise, the L l are the building blocks for C-Comod:
 .5.9 LEMMA. Take V g C-Comod, and let G be the set of weights of V
belonging to Pq. If G is finite, V has a finite filtration with sections of the form
 .L l m X , where l g G and X g k-Mod.l l
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< < XProof. Take l maximal in G and argue by induction on G . Let V be
the sum of all submodules of V whose l-weight space is 0. By induction,
V X has a filtration of the required type, so we may suppose that V X s 0.
Let V Y be the submodule of V generated by lV. Again, by induction,
VrV Y has the required filtration, so we may assume V Y s V. There is thus
 . lan epimorphism D l m V ª V which is an isomorphism on l-weight
 . l  . lspaces and which factors through the projection D l m V ª L l m V.
l .This induces therefore an isomorphism L l m V ( V.
For convenience, we assume for the rest of this section that Pq is
countable. This holds in the cases of interest in this paper. The results
below can be easily adapted to the general case by giving a suitable
generalisation of the notion of a filtration.
 .  .5.10 DEFINITION. A C-comodule is standard if it has the form D l m
Q for l g Pq and Q projective in k-Mod. Dually it is costandard if it has
 .the form = l m I with I injective. These are the appropriate generalisa-
tions for arbitrary coefficient rings of the usual notions from the theory of
highest weight categories. Standard modules in this sense in the setting of
reductive algebraic groups with k a Dedekind domain have been consid-
w xered by Donkin 9 , who calls them generalised Weyl modules.
 .A standard resp. costandard filtration of V g C-Comod is an ascend-
ing sequence of subcomodules
0 s V : V : V : ??? : V 26 .0 1 2
satisfying
 .i D V s V.iG 0 i
 .  .ii For each i ) 0, V rV is standard resp. costandard indexedi iy1
by l g Pq.i
 . qiii For each l g P there are only finitely many indices i with
l s l.i
 .  .   ..Write O for Ind m , where m : A L ¨ C see 4.5 .L L L
 .5.11 LEMMA. V g C-Comod has a costandard filtration if and only if
O V has a costandard filtration for each finite ideal L in Pq.L
 w x.Proof. This is a familiar highest weight category argument see 3 .
Once one knows that if X, Y g k-Mod with Y injective, we have
Ext i = m m X , = n m Y / 0, i ) 0 « m ) n . 27 .  .  . .C
 .  .We can compute this in a suitable S L -Mod; there = n m Y fits into a
short exact sequence
0 ª = n m Y ª Al m Y ª Z m Y ª 0, .
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 . lwhere Z is filtered by = h 's with h ) n , and A m Y is injective in
S-Mod because Y is so in k-Mod. We complete by a long exact sequence
argument.
We now give a cohomological criterion for a comodule to have a
costandard filtration. This is just the appropriate generalisation of the
usual criterion in the quasi-hereditary algebra setting; see, e.g., Dlab and
w x w xRingel 6 . This type of criterion first appeared in Donkin 9 , and the
proof below is based on 1.2 loc cit.
 .5.12 THEOREM. V g C-Comod has a costandard filtration if and only if
Ext1 D m m X , V s 0 ; m g Pq, ; X g k-Mod. 28 .  . .C
i   . . qIn this case Ext D m m X, V s 0 for all m g P , X g k-Mod, andC
i ) 0.
 .Proof. If m belongs to the finite ideal L we have by 21
Ext i D m m X , V ( Ext i D m m X , O V ; i G 0. 29 .  .  . .  .C C L
If V has a costandard filtration, the Ext groups on the right are 0 for i ) 0
 .  .by 5.11 and 5.7 .
Let L be a finite ideal in Pq, l a maximal element of L, and put
 4G s L_ l . For the converse implication we may assume without loss of
 .  .generality using 29 and 5.11 that V s O V. We argue by induction onL
< <L . We have a short exact sequence
0 ª O V ª V ª VrO V ª 0,G G
and by induction we may assume that
Ext i D m m X , O V s 0 ; i ) 0. 30 .  . .C G
 .Taken together, these show that VrO V inherits the assumption 28 , soG
we may assume that O V s 0.G
 .  . lNote from 24 and 28 that I s V is injective in k-Mod. Just as in the
 .  .proof of 5.9 we have an injection L l m I ª V. We show that we can
 .lift this to a map = l m I ª V, which will necessarily remain injective.
 . 1   . .For this it is enough by 5.9 that Ext L m m X, V s 0 for all m g G,C
X g k-Mod. We have a short exact sequence
0 ª Y ª D m m X ª L m m X ª 0 .  .
giving an exact sequence
Hom Y , V ª Ext1 L m m X , V ª Ext1 D m m X , V . .  .  . .  .C C C
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The left-hand term is 0 because O V s 0, while the right-hand term is 0G
X  .by assumption. We can thus construct an injection V s = l m I ¨ V
 . Xwhich is an isomorphism on l-weight spaces. By 5.7 the quotient VrV
 .inherits condition 28 , and has weights in G, so by induction has a
costandard filtration.
 .  .5.13 Remarks. i In particular, the injectives in C-Comod have co-
standard filtrations.
 .  .ii Dually V g S L -Mod has a standard filtration if and only if
1   . . qExt V, = m m X s 0 for all m g P and all X g k-Mod. In particu-SL .
 .lar, the projectives in S L -Mod have standard filtrations. In this case the
filtrations are necessarily finite.
We sketch an example to show that this criterion does not extend in any
obvious way to arbitrary V g C-Comod. For simplicity, suppose that k is
 .a field, and consider the coalgebra C, D, « , where C s [ kc ,i, jiG jG1
 .  .D c s  c m c , and « c s d . It is convenient to expressi, l iG jG l i, j j, l i, j i, j
 w x.C-comodules in terms of quiver representations cf. Gabriel 12 : C-Comod
is equivalent to the category of k-representations of the quiver
1 ¤ 2 ¤ 3 ¤ ??? .
A quiver representation
a a1 2
V ¤ V ¤ V ¤ ???1 2 3
 .corresponds to the comodule V, r , where V s " V andiiG1
r ¨ s c m a a ??? a ¨ if ¨ g V . .  i , j j jq1 iy1 i
iGj
 .  .  .Define comodules = n , D n , I n associated to the following representa-
tions:
n
= n : 0 ¤ ??? ¤ 0 ¤ k ¤ 0 ¤ ??? .
D n : k s ??? s k s k ¤ 0 ¤ ??? .
I n : 0 ¤ ??? ¤ 0 ¤ k s k s ??? .
This gives an example of our framework, where L s N with its natural
order, and C is the subcoalgebra [ kc . The costandard1, 2, . . . , n4 i, jnG iG jG1
 .  .module = n is simple, with injective envelope I n . Direct calculation
i   .  ..  .shows Ext I 1 , = n s 0 for all n g N and all i G 0. However, I 1 doesC
not have a standard filtration.
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 .iii If k is a field it is a straightforward exercise to deduce from
 .   .5.12 that C-Comod is a highest weight category with simples L l ¬ l g
q4   . q4P and costandard modules = l ¬ l g P .
6. SCHUR ALGEBRAS
 .6.1 We now turn to a detailed study of the Schur algebras defined in
 .5.4 , and we use the notation set up there. For the rest of this section fix
q  .  .an ideal L in P and write simply S and A for S L and A L . Wek k k k
 4fix l maximal in L and put G s L_ l . All the results of the previous
section hold for S . Writek
j ¬ b , c g B m , m g L 4 .b , c
 .  .for the basis dual to the global basis of A L arising from 3.12 , indexedk
in the natural way. We use the following abbreviations: j s j ,b, n b, bn
  . .j s j j s j , j s j see 3.5 for the notation .m, b b , b m , n b , b m m , mm m n
 .  .6.2 Dualising 19 gives a short exact sequence
t
0 ª D l m D l ª S ª S G ª 0. 31 .  .  .  .k k k k
l l   ..Since S has rank 1, we see that ker S ª S G s S « S . Moreover,k k k k l k
we have an isomorphism of bimodules
; t
C : S « S ª D l m D l , .  .l k l k k k
 .  .  .  .  .such that C j s G b m G c for all b, c g B l . We also have c «l b, c l l
 .s ¨ m ¨ . For C « is certainly a scalar multiple of ¨ m ¨ , and thisl l l l l l
scalar is seen to be 1 by evaluating on the unique global basis element in
l  .lA L .k
 .  .6.3 LEMMA. For m, n g Wl and b, c g B l , we ha¨e
 .i j j s d j .b, m n , c m , n b, c
 .ii j s « .m m
 .  . y  .Proof. i For b g B l choose u g U such that u ¨ s G b . Ap-b k b l
plying C to each side shows that u « ut s j . Furthermore, whenl b l c b, c
b s b for m g Wl, we may choose u s u so that also ut ¨ s ¨ }seem m b m m lm
 .  . t t t13 and 14 . Thus j j s u « u u « u s u « u s j . If m / nb, m m , c b l m m l c b l c b, c
we have j j s 0 by weight considerations.b, m n , h
 .  .ii By i multiplication on the right by j on S « S is projectionm k l k
onto the m-weight space. Since S m s S « S m by the maximality of l, thisk k l k
holds on the whole of S .k
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 .  . < <6.4 Using 31 and induction on L , we see that the algebra map
U ª S , u ¬ u ? 1 is surjective. Write S = for the image of U = under thisk k k k
= = .map. When we need to make the role of L explicit, we write S s S WL .k k
  . .The W is to ensure compatibility with 6.10 below. We call these
w xalgebras Borel Schur algebras. These were first studied by Green 14 in the
w xcase of GL . In the classical setting they are considered in Woodcock 36 .n
We will show that the Borel Schur algebras fit the framework of Section 5.
Put e s  « , an idempotent in S =.mg Wl m k
 .  = . a .46.5 LEMMA. j ¬ m g Wl, b g B m , c g B m is a k-basis ofb, c
S =eS =.k k
Proof. This follows from the calculation
ty1 y1 a= = = = = = =S « S s U « U s C U ¨ m ¨ U s C D m m D m .  . /k m k k m k l k m m k l k k /
s Cy1 kG b m G c .  . .[ l
a= .  .bgB m , cgB m
s kj .[ b , c
a= .  .bgB m , cgB m
 .6.6 LEMMA. With the same notation as abo¨e,
S m ( D l , m g Wl, 32 .  .k k
S =, m ( D = m , m g Wl, 33 .  .k k
eS e s kj , 34 .[k m , n
m , ngWl
eS =e s kj , 35 .[k m , n
m , ngWl , m$ny
S e s j eS e, 36 .[k b , l k
 .bgB l
S =e s j eS =e, 37 .[k b , m k
= .mgWl , bgB m
j eS e ( lS e as eS e-modules, b g B l , 38 .  .b , l k k k
m= = = =j eS e ( S e as eS e-modules, b g B m . 39 .  .b , m k k k
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 .  .Proof. From the maximality of l and the equation C j s G b ml b, m
¨ , we see thatm
S e s Cy1 D l m ¨ s kj , .[ [k l k n b , n /
ngWl  .ngWl , bgB l
S =e s Cy1 D = n m ¨ s kj . .[ [k l k n b , n /
ngWl = .ngWl , bgB n
 .  .Taking weight spaces on the right gives 32 and 33 , while taking weight
 .  .  . .  .spaces on the left gives 34 and 35 . Moreover, 6.3 i yields 36 and
 .  .  .37 . The isomorphism for 38 and 39 is j ¬ j .b, n m , n
 .  . . =Note from 35 and 6.3 i that eS e is isomorphic to the incidencek
 .algebra over k of the poset Wl, $ .
 .6.7 LEMMA. The maps gi¨ en by multiplication
S e eS ª S eS , 40 .mk k k k
eS ek
S =e eS = ª S =eS = 41 .mk k k k
=eS ek
are isomorphisms.
Proof. Consider the composite
Sl lS ª S e eS ª S e eS ª S eS . 42 .m m mk k k k k k k k
k eS ek=eS ek
 .The left-hand side has k-basis all j m j for b, c g B l . This basisb, l l, c
element maps to j on the right-hand side, so the composite is anb, c
isomorphism; in paticular, the first map is mono. On the other hand,
S e m eS is spanned by elements of the form=k keS ek
j m j s j m j j s j j m j s j m j ,b , m m , c b , m m , l l , c b , m m , l l , c b , l l , c
so the first map is an isomorphism, and the second map mono. It is clearly
epi, however, and hence an isomorphism. Thus the third map is an
 .  .isomorphism, giving 40 . For 41 we lift an argument from the proof of
;w x  .Woodcock 36, 3.3 . The map 41 factors through S e m eS ª S eS ,=k k k keS ek
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so it is enough that S =e and eS are projective as right and left eS =e-mod-k k k
ules, respectively. Then
eS = ¨ eS « S =e eS = ¨ S =e eS ,m mk k k k k k
= =eS e eS ek k
S =e ¨ S e « S =e eS ¨ S e eS ,m mk k k k k k
= =eS e eS ek k
=  .  .and we are done. Projectivity of S e is given by 37 and 39 . Similarly,k
eS s eS ej s eS =ej[ [k k l , b k l , b
 .  .bgB l bgB l
= =, l =and eS ej ( eS as eS e-modules.k l, b k k
 . = .  a .. =6.8 THEOREM. D m resp. D m is uni¨ ersal amongst integrable Uk k k
 a.resp. U -modules subject to being generated by a m-weight ¨ector and ha¨ingk
weights n satisfying nqF mq.
w xIn the classical setting this result is due to Polo 31 . We note immedi-
 < < .ately that it holds in the rank one case I s 1 , since then any weight n of
 . = .the Verma module M m which is not a weight of D m satisfiesk k
nq) mq.
 .We postpone the proof of the general case until 8.4 . In the meantime
we reap the consequences by showing that the category of integrable
U =-modules fits into the framework of Section 5. We will use this in thek
next section to deduce theorems connecting U -Int and U =-Int. Thesek k
 .consequences will be used in the rank one case to aid in the proof of 6.8
in the general case. One can give direct proofs of the required rank one
w xresults}cf. Andersen, Polo, and Wen 1, Section 4 ; we prefer the econ-
omy of argument obtained by deducing them as special cases of the
general results below.
 .We assume for the remainder of this section that 6.8 is known.
 .  = .6.9 PROPOSITION. S -Mod resp. S -Mod consists of those integrablek k
 =.U resp. U -modules ha¨ing weights in WL.k k
Proof. We treat the case of S =; that of S is analogous. Restrictionk k
along the projection map U = ª S = gives rise to a full embedding S =-Modk k k
ª U =-Mod. Let V be an integrable U =-module with weights in WL. Wek k
 =.  .must show that Ann S F Ann V . Passing to a cyclic submodule, andk
noting that WL is finite, we may assume that V is finitely generated over
 . =  .k. If ¨ is a finite k-generating set for V, the embedding U rAnn Vj jg J k
= =  .ª " U ? ¨ shows that U rAnn V is integrable. Taking a coproductk j kjg J
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=  .  =.with S if necessary, we may assume that Ann V F Ann S , giving ank k=  . =algebra surjection p : T s U rAnn V ª S . We show that p is ank k
isomorphism.
As usual, we have an orthogonal idempotent decomposition 1 sT
m m  . = = « with « g T , and p « s « g S , and as in S we putmg WL m m m m k k
e s  « . We have a computative diagram with exact rows:mg Wl m
6 6 6 6
0 TeT T TrTeT 0
6 6 6
X Y
p p p
6 6 6 6= = = = = =0 S eS S S rS eS 0k k k k k k
< < = .By induction on L , we may assume the result for S W G . Hence thek= = = = .natural maps TrTeT ª S rS eS ª S W G are isomorphisms. It re-k k k k
mains to show that p X is an isomorphism. We have a commutative diagram
6
Te eT TeTm
eTe
6 6
43 .
6= = = =S e eS S eSmk k k k
=eS ek
 .with all maps epimorphisms and the bottom map an isomorphism by 6.7 .
=, m = .  . =For m g Wl we have S ( D m by 6.6 ; hence Te ª S e is ank k k
 . =isomorphism by 6.8 . Likewise eT ª eS is an isomorphism. We deducek
 .that the left-hand map in 43 is an isomorphism; hence all the maps are
isomorphisms.
 .6.10 DEFINITION. If J F P is a finite ideal for the antipodal excellent
  .. q qorder see 3.7 , W J l P is a finite ideal in P . We may thus suppose
that it is our chosen ideal L. Let F : S =-Mod ª S =-Mod take V to itsJ k k = . =largest quotient with weights in J, a right exact functor. Put S J s F S ,k J k
 . =which by 6.9 is the largest integrable quotient of U with weights in J.k
The next theorem is a version in the present setting of van der Kallen
w x19, 3.11 .
 .6.11 THEOREM. If m is maximal in J for the antipodal excellent order,
there is a short exact sequence of bimodules
ta= = =  40 ª D m m D m ª S J ª S J_ m ª 0. .  .  .  .k k k k
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= = = = .Proof. The natural surjection S rS eS ª S W G is an isomorphismk k k k
 . =by 6.9 , since the left-hand side is an integrable U -module with weights ink
 .W L_ l . We thus have a short exact sequence of bimodules
0 ª S =eS = ª S = ª S = W G ª 0. 44 .  .k k k k
We show next that
L1F D = m s 0 ; m g WL . 45 .  . /J k
 .  . = =From 6.7 and 6.6 we see that as a left module S eS is a coproduct ofk k= . < <  .D m 's for m g Wl. By induction on L , using 44 , we thus have fork
arbitrary m g WL a short exact sequence
0 ª X ª S =, m ª D = m ª 0, .k k
= .where X is filtered by D n 's with m $ n . This gives an exact sequencek
0 ª L1F D = m ª F X ª F S =, m ª F D = m ª 0. .  .  . /  /  /J k J J k J k
If m f J the right-hand three terms are 0. Otherwise all the weights of
= .D m belong to J, so the three right-hand terms form an exact sequence.k
 .In either case we have 45 .
 4Write Wl s m , . . . , m in such a way that m % m implies i F j and1 N i jy
 4 = =Wl l J s m s m , m , . . . , m . Put J s  S « S . By the proofi i q1 N i jF i k m k0 0 j
 . = . a .of 6.5 this has as a k-basis those j with b g B n , c g B h , andb, c
n $ m $ h for some j F i. Thus J rJ has a basis consisting of thej i iy1y y = . a .images of all j with b g B n , c g B m , and n $ m . This demon-b, c i iy
strates that
ta=J rJ ( D m m D m . 46 .  .  .i iy1 k i k i
 .  .Applying F to 44 and using 45 gives a short exact sequenceJ
0 ª J rJ ª S = J ª S = J l W G ª 0. 47 .  .  .N i y1 k k0
 .  .The result follows from 46 and 47 .
 . < < = .6.12 Induction on J now shows that S J is finitely generated freek= .  = ..Uover k; hence the A J s S J form a filtered system of k-coalgebras.k k
We write C = for the colimit of this system, a free k-coalgebra. If we take Pk
q = . 0for both P and P , $ for F , and define the maps A J ª C usingky  .the idempotents « , the theorem shows that the assumptions 5.2 arem
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 . X . = .satisfied. The roles of the D m and D m are played by D m andk
a t .D m , respectively.k
There is a second, closely related way to make C = fit the framework ofk
<Section 5. Define another partial order $ on P, the excellent order, by
< q q q qm $ n if m - n or if m s n and m % n . Thus the order is reversed
inside a Weyl orbit but remains the same between different Weyl orbits. It
<is routine to check that if one works with $ instead of $ the analogue
a t= = .  .  .  .of 6.11 holds. This time D m and D m are replaced by D m andk k k
a .tD m , respectively.k
The fact that the category of rational representations of a Borel sub-
group of a semisimple algebraic group is a highest weight category with
w xrespect to the excellent order was prove by van der Kallen 19 .
7. SOME COHOMOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES
 .In this section we maintain the assumption that 6.8 is known.
 .7.1 THEOREM. We ha¨e natural isomorphisms of categories
C -Comod ( U -Int,k k
C =-Comod ( U =-Int.k k
 . Proof. By 6.9 it suffices to prove that if V is an integrable U resp.k=.U -module generated by a m-weight vector ¨ / 0, then V has only finitelyk
many weights. By triangular decomposition it is enough to treat the case of
=  .U . Here we have a surjection p : M m ª V taking ¨ to ¨ . Putk k m
  s. 4  k :m s max s ¬ f ¨ / 0 . Choose l dominant with a , l G m for alli i i i
 . =i g I. Since V ¬ V m k l y m is an autoequivalence of U -Int, we mayk
assume that m s l. Then by the choice of l and the lemma that follows, p
 .  .factors through the projection M l ª D l , and the proof is finished.k k
wThe next result should be compared with Andersen, Polo, and Wen 1,
x1.20, 1.22 .
 . q  .  .7.2 LEMMA. For l g P the kernel of the projection M l ª D l isk k= m.  k :generated as a U -module by the elements f for i g I and m ) a , l .k i i
Proof. Let K be the U =-module generated by the given elements.k
These elements lie in the kernel of the projection map by weight consider-
w xations. A routine modification of Lusztig 27, 3.53, 3.56 estabishes
 .  .i K is a U -submodule of M l .k k
 .  .ii M l rK is an integrable U -module.k k
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Let L be the ideal in Pq generated by l, and let m be a weight of
 .M l rK. Since the set of weights of any integrable U -module is closed tok k
 .the action of W by 2.6 , we see that m g WL. Hence K contains the
 .kernel of the projection by 6.8 .
 . q = .7.3 PROPOSITION. If L is a finite ideal in P and V g S WL -Mod,k
H i U rU =, V ( Ext i S L , V ; i G 0. 48 .  . .= /k k S WL . kk
 .  .Proof. The argument in the proof of 5.5 using 31 shows that if G is a
finite ideal containing L, then, for all i G 0,
Ext i S L , V ( Ext i S G , V . 49 .  .  . .  .= =S WL . k S W G . kk k
 .We show now that 48 holds for i s 0. By a limit argument it is enough to
X  .show that for any V g S G -Mod we havek
Hom V X , V ( Hom V X , Hom S L , V , .  . . .= =U U S WL . kk k k
which by the adjointness of restriction and induction is the case i s 0 of
 .  .49 . For the general case we use the cobar resolution 4.4 :
H i U rU =, V ( H i H 0 U rU =, S ? C =; V /  /k k k k k / /
i 0 ?= =( H H U rU , lim S A W G ; V . /k k k / /
G = L
i ? =( lim H Hom S G , S A W G ; V .  .=  /S W G . k k / /k
G = L
i( lim Ext S G , V . .=S W G . kk
G = L
( Ext i S L , V , . .=S WL . kk
 .where the last isomorphism is by 49 .
As an immediate corollary one has the following fact whose proof in the
classical case is deduced from Serre's theorem on the finite generation of
the cohomology of a coherent sheaf on a projective variety}Hartshorne
w  .x15, III.5.2 a .
 . =7.4 COROLLARY. If k is noetherian and V g U -Int is finitely generatedk
i = .o¨er k, all H U rU , V are also finitely generated o¨er k.k k
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 .7.5 THEOREM. For all X g k-Mod and m g P, we ha¨e
= mq m X if i s 0, .i k= =H U rU , = m m X ( 50 .  . /k k k  0 otherwise.
q q= m m X if i s 0, m s m , .i k= =H U rU , = m m X ( 51 .  . /k k k  0 otherwise.
Proof. Let L be the ideal in Pq generated by mq, and use the usual
 .  .  .notation in S s S L . By 7.3 , 50 is equivalent tok k
= mq m X if i s 0, .i k=Ext S , = m m X ( .=  /S k k k 0 otherwise.
q = . =, m  .By the maximality of m we have = m ( A , so, by 25 ,k k
tmi i i q=Ext S , = m m X ( Ext S , X ( Ext D m , X .  . .  .=  /S k k k k k kk
D mq m X if i s 0, .k(  0 if i ) 0.
 .For 51 we have a short exact sequence
= =0 ª = m m X ª = m m X ª Y m X ª 0, .  .k k
q= .where Y is filtered by the = h 's with h $ m. Thus the case m s m ofk
 .  .51 follows from 50 , whilst the general case follows by induction on $
in the resulting long exact sequence.
 . q  .7.6 Remark. The case m s m of 50 is Kempf's vanishing theorem.
 .See also 8.7 below.
 .7.7 COROLLARY. The restriction maps
U -Int ª U =-Int,k k
S L -Mod ª S = WL -Mod .  .k k
are homological monos.
Proof. For the first case we must show that for all V g U -Int we havek
V if i s 0,i =H U rU , V ( /k k  0 if i ) 0.
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 .  .  .By 7.1 , 4.6 , and 5.5 this reduces to showing the second case, i.e., that
 .for all V g S L -Mod we havek
V if i s 0,iExt S L , V ( . .=S L . k k 0 if i ) 0.
 .  .  .For V s A L m X this is clear from 7.5 since A L is filtered byk k
 .the = l 's for l g L. The general case now follows by consideringk
?  . .   . .S A L ; V , which is a resolution of V by Hom S L , y -acyclics.=k S WL . kk
8. UNIVERSALITY OF THE DEMAZURE MODULES
 .  .8.1 In this section we give the proof of 6.8 . As remarked earlier, this
is clear in rank 1, so we may apply the results of the previous sections in
that case. The key to the proof is a careful analysis due to Ryom-Hansen
w x = .33 of the effects on the = m of induction to ``minimal parabolics.'' Herek
we massage things slightly to eliminate Ryom-Hansen's use of Andersen,
w xPolo, and Wen 1 , which seems to require the use of the classical case of
Kempf's vanishing theorem; we also work over an arbitrary A-algebra k
where in places Ryom-Hansen requires a field.
a a .  .For n g P and i g I denote by D n , D n etc. the modules corre-k i k i
a a a a .  .  .sponding to D n , D n etc. defined for U i rather than U .k k k k
w xUsing the deep results of Kashiwara 22 on the i-string structure of
a . B m , Ryom-Hansen proves see Section 2 and the proof of Theorem 4.2
w x.in 33
 . q8.2 LEMMA. Take l g P , m g Wl, and suppose that s m $ m. Then,i ya a a a .  .  .  .as a U i -module, D s m rD m is filtered by modules of the form D nk k i k k i
 k :with a , n - 0.i
j j  . = . .  .Write H for the functor H U i rU i , y , recalling from 2.8 that ifi k k= 0 0 =, i = .  . V g U -Int, H V ( H U rU , V as U i -modules. We show belowk i k k k
j . j j  .that this extends to the higher H 's. We also write H for H U i ri i k
a . .U i , y ; it should be clear from the context which we intend.k
 .8.3 PROPOSITION. For m g P and X g k-Mod we ha¨e isomorphisms of
U =-modulesk
¡ == s m m X if j s 0, s m $ m , .k i i y
j ~=H = m m X ( . = /i k = m m X if j s 0, s m % m , .k i y¢0 if j ) 0.
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Proof. Suppose that s m % m. Theni y
Ua , iDa m s Ua , i ? ¨ s U aUy i ? ¨ s Da m , .  .  .k k k m k k m k
 s. = . a .since in this case f ¨ s 0 for all s ) 0. Thus = m s D m 8 is alreadyi m k k
a U =, i-module. Consider the short exact sequencek
0 ª Y m X ª = = m m X ª = = s m m X ª 0. .  .k k i
k= = .  .  .  .By 8.2 Y is filtered by U i -modules of the form = n with a , n - 0k i i
a =  .  ..recall that D n 8 ( = n , so the result follows by the rank one cases ofk k
 .  .7.5 and 7.7 .
 .  .  .8.4 Proof of 6.8 . In view of 3.9 we may confine our attention to
= . =D m . If universality fails there is a short exact sequence in U -Int:k k
0 ª K ª V ª D = m ª 0, .k
where V is generated by its m-weight space, and any weight n of K
q q  .satisfies n F m . Without loss of generality K s k n m X for some
X g k-Mod. The right-hand side is free over k, so K is finitely generated
over k. Thus by Nakayama's lemma, if K / 0, it remains so after base
change to some field, and by freeness again the sequence remains exact.
We may thus assume that k is a field, and universality follows from the
following lemma.
 . q q8.5 LEMMA. Suppose k is a field and take m, n g P with n F m . Then
Ext1 D = m , k n s 0. .  .=  /U -Int kk
Proof. Suppose there is a nonsplit short exact sequence
0 ª k n ª V ª D = m ª 0. 52 .  .  .k
m = .Then n - m, since otherwise, if ¨ g V maps onto ¨ g D m we havem k= = .U ? ¨ ( D m and the sequence splits.k k
Now argue by induction on $ . If m s my, the condition n - m implies
q q  k :n ) m , contrary to assumption. Thus we can find i g I with a , m ) 0i
 k :and hence s m $ m. Put m s a , n .i i
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 . 0  .Case i . m G 0: Applying H to 52 gives a commutative diagrami
6 6 6 6= .  .0 k n V D m 0k6 6 6
0 06 6 6 6= .  .0 H k n H V D m 0i i k
0 = . = .  .Here H D m s D m because the latter is already a U i -module. Byi k k k
 . 0  . = .  .7.5 the lower sequence is exact and H k n ( = n as U i -modules.i k i k
In particular, its weights are n , n y a , . . . , s n . Since the condition hqF mqi i
is convex in h, all these new weights share this property. The inductive
hypothesis gives an exact sequence in U =-Int:k
Hom D = s m , H 0V ª Hom D = s m , D = m .  .  . /  /k i i k i k
ª Ext1 D = s m , H 0k n s 0. .  . /k i i
= .Thus let f : D m ª V correspond under the compositek
Hom D = m , V ( Hom D = m , H 0V .  .= =, i /  /U k U k ik k
( Hom a , i H 0V 8, =a m . . .U i kk
( Hom a H 0V 8, =a s m . . .U i k ik
( Hom D = s m , H 0V 53 .  .=  /U k i ik
0 = . = . to a lift to H V of the inclusion map D s m ¨ D m . The thirdi k i k
 . 0 a .. a .isomorphism in 53 is induced by the isomorphism H = m ( = s mi k k i
 . .  .coming from the a-version of 8.3 . The map f splits 52 since n - m.
 .  0 ..Case ii . m - 0: Let D be the composite functor V ¬ H V 8 8 oni i= . the category of finite-dimensional integrable U i -modules the Josephk
w x.  .induction functor}cf. Ryom-Hansen 33 . By the a-version of 8.3 we
0 a . a . 1 a .  .have H = m ( = m , H = m s 0, so applying D to 52 gives ai k k i k i
commutative diagram with exact rows
6 6 6 6= .  .0 k n V D m 0k
6 6 66 6 6 6= .  .0 D k n D V D m 0i i k
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where each vertical map is an inclusion. Just as before we have an exact
sequence
Hom D = s m , D V ª Hom D = s m , D = m .  .  . /  /k i i k i k
ª Ext1 D = s m , D k n s 0, .  . /k i i
= .so let f : D m ª D V correspond underk i
Hom D = m , D V ( Hom D = s m , D V .  .=, i = /  /U k i U k i ik k
= . = .to a lift of the inclusion map D s m ¨ D m . We then have a commuta-k i k
tive diagram
f 6= .D m D Vk i6
6 54 .6= = .  .D s m D mk i k
 .We show that we can choose f to have image in V, thus splitting 52 . If
m  ..  4D k n s 0 this is clear. If not, m g n , n q a , . . . , s n ; hence m s s ni i i i
by the extremality of m and the condition n - m. This gives an epimor-
= .  . = .  .phism D s m ª k n . Applying D gives a map g : D m ª D k n ¨k i i k i
 .  .D V with image D k n . From 54 we see that f and g are linearlyi i
independent, so subtracting a suitable multiple of g from f , we get the
required map.
wThe next lemma is essentially the same as Andersen, Polo, and Wen 1,
xAddendum, 5.0 .
 . =  .8.6 LEMMA. For any V g U -Int there is an isomorphism of U i -mod-k k
ules
H j U =, irU =, V ( H jV ; j G 0, ; i g I. /k k i
 .Proof. The case i s 0 is 2.8 . It thus suffices to show that for any
X g k-Mod, C = m X is H 0-acyclic. This is filtered by modules of the formk i= .  .  .= m m X, so we are done by 8.3 and 4.6 .k
Take w g W and choose a reduced expression w s s ??? s . Write H 0i i w1 l
for the functor H 0 ??? H 0: U =-Int ª U =-Int, and H i for its right-derivedi i k k w1 l
 .  .functors. Define ): W = P ª P inductively by s w )m s s ) w)m andi i
s m if s m $ m ,i i ys )m si  m if s m % m ;i y
w xcf. Polo 31, 1.4.2 .
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w xUsing arguments of Andersen, Polo, and Wen 1 , we can now deduce
the remaining vanishing theorems.
 .  . 08.7 THEOREM. i H is independent up to isomorphism of the choice ofw
reduced expression.
 . 0 0 = .ii H ( H U rU , y .w k k0
 .iii Demazure ¨anishing: for all m g P and X g k-Mod,
= = w)m if i s 0, .i k=H = m m X ( . /w k  0 if i ) 0.
 . i = .  .iv Grothendieck ¨anishing: H U rU , V s 0 for all i ) l w andk k 0
all V g U =-Int.k
 .  .  .Proof. We first prove ii . By 7.5 and repeated applications of 8.3 ,
0 = . 0one sees that the natural map H U rU , V ª H V is an isomorphismk k w 0= .  .for V of the form = m m X m g P, X g k-Mod . Since both functorsk
commute with filtered colimits, it holds for V s C = m X, and hence fork
arbitrary V via the cobar resolution.
 .  .If J : I and V g U I, 0u -Int we have an isomorphism of U J, J -mod-k k
ules
H 0 U I , J rU I , 0u , V ( H 0 U J , J rU J , 0u , V . .  .  .  . .  .k k k k
 .Indeed the proof of 2.8 carries through: the crucial point is that any
 .  .integrable U J, 0u -module is locally finitely generated over k}see 7.1 .k
 . 0The rank two case of ii now shows that the functors H satisfy the braidi
 .relations, and i follows.
F G
Suppose D ª E ª F are additive left exact functors between abelian
categories with enough injectives. If X g D is F-acyclic and FX is G-
w xacyclic, then X is GF-acyclic}see Andersen, Polo, and Wen 1, 5.2 . Thus
 .  .iii follows immediately from 8.3 .
 . 0 0  .From iii we deduce that H takes injectives to H -acyclics, so by iii j
 .and a Grothendieck spectral sequence argument, iv reduces to the rank
one case. This is handled by explicit calculation using the tensor identity.
w xWe refer the reader to Andersen, Polo, and Wen 1, Section 4 and 5.8 for
the details.
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